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By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

I’ll admit right away that I’m not a musical-loving guy. I’ve seen several shows on Broadway in 

New York City- “Pippin,” “Evita,” “Cats” and “Dreamgirls”- and seen a number of shows off 

Broadway- way off-Broadway, like the Big League Theatricals’ current touring production of 

“Aida,” currently playing the Lincoln Center in Fort Collins as part of the Showstoppers series, 

for example. I’ve seen ‘em in London- “Chorus Line”- and seen ‘em on the big screen- 

“Chicago”- and the little screen- “Moulin Rouge.” However, this form of entertainment- the 

fusion of stage acting and dramatic song- continues to feel forced and artificial to me. With that 

prejudice in mind, however, I can still report that last night’s opening performance of “Aida” 

was a spirited contemporary example of the genre.  

 

However, for me, last night’s successful opening night wasn’t effective because of the headlining 

draw for the show- the lyrics by Tim Rice and music by Elton John- definitely the cash register 

names involved here. To be honest, I found the storyline- as exotic as it was, set in Egypt- to be 

full of all-too familiar elements. Despite foreign names for the characters, it was the same old 

story about young lovers from opposite sides of the fence- in this case a war between the 

countries of Nubia and Egypt. It’s happening during an extreme time of crisis, there’s villainous 

things happening in the subplot, but the passion of love is so strong it turns the tide of the action.  

 

The fairly limited range of Rice’s lyrics, staying on a well-worn path thematically, then naturally 

colors John’s music. While his savvy pop song craftsmanship is certainly evident, what the 

performer has to jam into those melodies- Rice’s words- sounded like an odd fit at times to me. 

However, John knows enough about showmanship to keep things moving at a fairly brisk pace, 

so “Aida” does not dally in any one situation for too long, maintaining, at the very least, a vital 

energy. 

 

The rest was left up to the production itself to make this show work at the Lincoln Center and 

this is where last night’s performance shined.  The stage setting was very versatile, with an ever-

changing array of dropped curtains, Egyptian-styled statues on moving pedestals and lighting 

effects keeping the scene on stage fresh. The stage changes were swift and efficient. 

 

The costuming was particularly interesting, mixing contemporary and more exotic styles freely. 

Stage props such as machine guns purposefully conflicted with the ancient Egyptian themes 

reflected by the statuary and some of the backdrops- helping confuse the sense of what time 

period this was supposed to be happening in- a nice touch, really. 

 

The two lead female performers- Leah Allers, who played Amneris, and Marja Harmon, who 

played Aida- were both dynamic and riveting when on stage- strong choices for royal women in 

the story. Also strong were the ensemble dance pieces, the troupe mixing precise movements 



with effective costuming. Some of the dance pieces were downright sexy and that in itself went a 

long way to bringing a contemporary feel to an old story. 

 

While I applaud the use of a live band for this production- and the music was certainly plenty 

dynamic- I would advise the sound engineers to look at how overpowering the low end is- many 

times drowning out the words of the performers, some of whom projected through the thick live 

band sound better than others. Also, I’m not sure that the band- especially the drummer- knew 

that their incessant warm-ups before the show were plenty audible in the auditorium prior to 

curtain-time. 


